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UITRODUCTION 

This thesis 1s concerned with the projective dif-

ferential geometry of n-ply systems of hypersurfaces 

which sustain conjugate nets. In general, the results 

are established for triple systems of surfaces in 3-

dimenaional projective space and then are extended so 

as to apply ton-ply systems of hypersurfaces inn-

dimensional projective space. 

The parametric net of curves on a surface in 3-

dimenaional projective space is conjugate if, and only 

if, the general homogeneous coordinates of the general 

point of the surface satisfy an equation of Laplace. 

[1]1 For then-dimensional case, the parametric net on 

a variety is conjugate if, and only if, the general 

homogeneous coordinates of the general point of the 

variety satisfy a system of generalized equations of 

rJaplace. (5] 

The notion of contact occurs frequently in Chap-

ters I and II. In the standard works such as [1] the 

procedure employed in treating contact problems in-

volves tedious calculations with power series. In 

Chapters I and II the classical method of dealing with 

1. Throughout this paper numbers in brackets refer to 
the bibliography at the end of the thesis. 
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problems on contact has been augmented by tho more 

convenient technique of P.O. Bell [4]. The method 

used is based upon the :following theorem [4] • 

Theorem: An algebraic surface L of a family F de-

fined by f(x0,x1 ,x2,x3.,ul,u2) = O nas contact of order 

k with a curve C (ul : ul(t).,_ u2 : u2(t) ) at the point 

x0 to which L corresponds if; and only if; the local 

coordinates_ (1.,0,0,0) of x0 satisfy the equations 

f: o., f' • o, f''': o, ••• , r{k): o., rCk+l) 0 
in which accents· denote differentiation vlith respect 

tot, the xts being functions oft whose derivatives 

have values defined by the fixed point conditions, 

(See Appendix a.) 

In Chapter I the fundamental system of-diff'eren~ 

tial equations upon which the p~ojective differential 

geometry is based is introduced. By a suitable choice 

of proportionality factor the fundamental system is 

given a canonical form. Tho general point x0 or the 

triple s,ystems of surfaces is chosen to be one vertex 

of' the local reference frame. The power series expan-

sion f(?r the ~quation of' s0 in non-homogeneous coot-d1-

nates is developed and used to determine the equation 

for the directions·· of De.rboux. The pointn xi and 

of the local roferonca frame are charnctr:n•ized :tn such 

a manner that the power series expansion assumes o. sim-

plified form. Similarly, tho equation of _the one para-
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meter fnm:.tly of qua.dries 3-3, enoh member of which h~s 

aocond order contact with the.surface s0 at x0 and has 
, 

third order contact along the ul.,u2-curves at xo, is 

aimpl:tfied. Two covar1nnt points P1,P2 of the 1:tne 

x0::c3e.re introduced and are character:'ized geomstr1crn.lly. 

Tho point; x3 is chosen to be the llarmon:tc conjugate of 

xo with respect to P1 ,Pz. It is ahm~rn that the two, 

foca.1 po:tnte F1,F2 of the congruence G3 give the same 

point x3 as do P1,P2 • 
In Chapter II the results of Chapter I are gener-

nlized ton-dimensional projective space, The esson ... 

tial difference lies in the geometric characterization 

of the -ooint x of the local reference frame. A nuad-• n '"l. 

ratio differential :tnvo.riant def:tnod by P.O. Dell in 

[2] is usod in the choice or xn, Tb.a invariant :ts em-

ployed in such a way thnt, ·ror n = 3, xn speclal 1zes to 

give x3 of the reference frame in 3-dimensiona.1 pro-

jective spll,ce. A generalized notion of apolnr:tty is 

def:tned analytically. This conoopt. 1s used to dof:tne 

a new systom of qu.adr1cs trhich :ts a goneraliza.t1on or 

the Sy$to1n of Quadr:tcs of Darboux. 

Tho f:tra·h p1":tno ipnl theorem or Chapter II:C is the 

resul·t of an :tnvostiga.tion motivated by the f'ollov1ing 

observation, In ordlnary 3-dtmensiono.l euclidean spn.ce 

the intersection~ or triple systems of orthogonal sur-

faces aro lines of curvature on the surfaces. At a 
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point x0 or spaoe let tr~ inter-socting orthogonal sur-

faces of tho triple system be denoted by s1 , s2, s3 and 

let tho curves or intersection be taken to be. the.para-

metric curves so that the intersections on s"' are ·the 

ue1,-, u~ -curves in VIhich «, p,'f are distinct. Since the 

u« ... ,u~-ourveo aro linen of cu:c-vature of s"' they form 

tho conjugate net in which the dovolopables or the oon-
.p. t t t th tf t i t o.P. S,( gruonco OJ. o.ngen s o , J.o u -ourves a p.o n s .i. 

,., 
intersect the snr.face s • Thus, any triple system or 
orthogonnl surfaces defines by their intersections a 

triple system or conjugate nets. 'l'he property of con-

jugacy is n projective one nnd oon.c.itions noc"lssary 

and sufficient tr.at a triple system of surfaces inter-

sect in conjugate nets on each of the surfaces are pro-

jeati•ie conditions. Tho cond.1tion that ·tho dovolop• 

ables of a cone;ru.ence intersect a sur:race in cmrvos of 

a conjugate net 1.a 111tG\"1ise o. projective ono. These 

conditions nra investigated with respoct to triple sys-

tems of surfacea in projective space. Tho results are 

then extended to the cnoe of n-ply sys tema .or hyparaur-

faces ;n projective n•dimonsional .apace. 

The following genarnl thoorem is established. Let 

·the general homogeneous coordinates of the general 

point x0 of then-ply system 0£ hypersurfacea be given by 

:i.bP) ·= x~P>cu1 ,u2 , ••• Un) (p = 0.,1, ... n). 

'l'he point x 0 generates the variety vP as up is held 
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constant. Tho para:1:noiiric net of vP is- denoted by N~. ·· 

r.,ot G~ be ths congruence vrhose generator 1s the -

tangent to V~ at x0 • n~ will be called the opposing 

net of G~. The following theoren1 is established in 

Chapter III, 

'l'hcorem: If (1) G1 ,Gg, •" .o1_l.,Gi+l, •• .GJ-1,Gj+l, 
•• ,Gn are conjugate to their opposlng nets and (2) u1, 

N2, ••• ni-l,111+1, ••• 1-13..;l,uj+l, ••• nn are conjugate 

nets, then (1) G1; Gj are. conjugate to their opposing 

nets and (2) i:1., 1!3 Etre conjueate nets. 

The second pr:tncl:pal theorem or Chapter III is 

the result of the following consideration. In 3-di-

mensional euclidean spaea let the two parnmeter fam-

ily of lines L be thG family of normals for tv.ro sur• 

faces W1,W2• Two surfr..ces are parallel if their tan-

gent planes e.t correspond:tng points nre parallel. The 

follovling classical theorem. :ts due to Darboux i.71 • 
Thoorem: If' w1,w2 are parallel and if the curves of 

w1 1;vh:J.ch correspond to the deV'elopables of L form a 

conjugate net,_ then the corresponding net on W2 is con• 

jugate •. 

To replace tlle concept of' po.rallelism, t,10 trans-

versal hypersurfo.ces Vo and Vz of' the congruence G-n in 
I 

n-dimcnslonal projective space are said to be perspec-

tive with respect to an (n-1 )-plane ,r if, and only if,, 

their tangent (n-1)-planes at corresponding points in-
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tel"sect in an (n ... 2)-ple.11.e of the (n-1)-plane TT. The 

following theorem is obtained. 

'£heorem:·· If v0 and Vz a1•e perspective with respect to 

the ( n-1 }-plano x0 = O and if the curves of v O which 

correspond to the develo:pables of Gn form a eonjugate 

ne-t:;, then ·the corresponding net on V z is ;conjugate .. 
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CHAPTER I 

TRIPLE SYSTEMS OF SURFACES IN ORDINARY ~ROJECTIVE SPACE 

1. Canonical for Differential Equation~. 

Let the general homogeneous coordinates of a point x0 
in ordinary 3-dimensional projective space be given by 

in which the functions x~p) are assumed to be single 

valued analytic !unctions of three independent parameters 

u1,u2,u3 • Let the points of the local reference frame 

denoted by x0,x1,x2, and x3 be located in such a way 

that x1;x2, and x3 lie on the tangents to the u1~,u2-, 
'7. uv•ourvos respectively. The general homogeneous co-

ordinates of the points x1,x2, and x3 are therefore 

functions of the par~~eters. 

Since the points x0,x1,x2,x3 are linearly indepen-

dent, it follows that the general coordinates of any 

point X in the space are expressible by a linear com-

bination of the corresponding general coordinates of 

these points, 
1 

1. Except where otherv1ise specified Latin and Greek 
1ndfces will have the respective ranges of values 0,1, 
2,•••n and l,2,3,•••n, where n is the number of 
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The functions x1 may be taken to be the local point 

coordinates of X with respect to the tetrahedron 

(x0,x1,x2 ,x ) • In particular., the general coordin-
. 3 ax 

ates of the points --1 are given by equations of 
au°' 

the i'orm 
ax1 , . 
..;;._ • T11 .. au« ioi.~ 

Since x1;x2; and x3 lie on the tangents to the u1-, 
2 -z axo u -;uv•curves respectively, the equations for -au"' 

assume·the forms 

a free index). .Thus, T~°" = o, h l o, • 

Ea.oh point ;X1 is not changed geometrically by 

the introduction of a proportionality factor >-- 1• 

( i is a free index). 

The equation 

(1.1.5) 

holds since the points x .,x· .,x: .,x., are also linearly . 0 I 2 3 
independent. Substitution of (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) 

dimensions of the enveloping space. In the present 
chanter n = 3. Repeated indices 1n a term will de-
note.' the suni of sil.ah·terms for'ali permissible'values or the index. 



into (1.1.2) gives 

1 a c~•x1·•1· ".:'.\}-1 1 ·r:i-... x = .l O - + T 1 -
ioe''h h o u°" = au°" oci )..i :k<xh 

(1 is a free index}. 

Equating the coeff:t.cie-nts or x. we get the laws or 
J 

transformation of the T's under (1.1.4), namely, 

(i,j are free indices) 

or 

It follows that :for 1 = o, j = o<, 

( o< is a free index) • 

By a pz•oper choice of the factors )..°' the corresponding 

:functions T°" may be made to assume the value unity. Qc( 

Hereafter it will be assumed that this choice has been 

ma.de so that equation (1.1.3) will be written in the 

form 
{l.1.6) 

. 
Thus far no restriction has been placed on the points 

xpx2 ,x3 except that they lie on the tangents to the 
1 2 3 

u -,u -, and the u -cu.rves rospect1vely. These points 

v1:tll be chosen -later. 
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2. J.>ower Series Expansion for the Equation or a --------
Surface. In the following discussion the surface 

u3 = consta.nt denoted by s 0 ,11ill be studied. The 

parametric net on s0 is assumed to be conjugate. 

( T3 11 T3 • 0 Appendix d") 12 21 

The power series expansion 1n local non-homogen-

eous coordinates for the equation of s0 in a surr1-

ciently small neighborhood of a point x0 or s0 will 

now be found. The method used will be that first 

introduced by P.O. Bell [s]. 
Lotz be a fixed po+nt of s0 in the neighborhood 

or x0 and let the local non-homogeneous coordinates 

of z be z1,z2,z3 where 

(m = 1,2,S). 

Since the.surface is assumed to be analytic, a 

power series developmen~ ~or the equation of s0 valid 

for a neighborhood of x.0 bas the form 

Moroover,. since the point x0 is the origin for local 
1 1 2 3 coorc1 nates z ,z ,z, a00 • o. 
Since z is fixed its local coordinates satisfy 

the fL--ted point condition (Appendix b.) for non-

homogeneous coordinates, namely, 
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(1.2.2) 

By differentiating (1.2.1) with respect to uo1., eval .. 

uating the derivatives using (1.2.2) and equating 

coefficients of (z1 )P(z2 )q.the following relations 

a.re obtained. 
( 1) p+q • 0 

( ii) p + q • 1 

(iii) p + q > l 

(1-p-q)apqTg~ + (2-p-q)ap-lqT~~ 

(1.2.3) (2-p-q)apq 1Tg~ + ~- (1-i-j)a1jar9Tg« 
- i+r:p 

j+s:q 
3 a npq .. 1 

- apqT3o< = au°' - (p+l)ap+lqTOo1. 



- (q+l)~q+lT~o( - papqTic< 

• ( q+J/:tp-lq+l Tio( - (p+l )ap+lq+l T~ot.-

2 l ' 2 ·• qapqT2c< - L 1a1jarsT3cC. .,,. L jaijarsT3ot.. 
i+rcp+l i+r•P 
j+scq j+s:q~l 

By taking p··+ q:: 2.,3 and c<: l.,2 in (1.2.3) the 

f'ollov1ing o_oefficients are obtained: 

a - • !, (T3 T2;_.LT3 Tl ) a • _ ! (T3 Tl +T3· T2 ) 
21- . 2 22 li"° ll 21 1 , .. 12 11 22 22 12 .. ' 2 , 



where T!~dis the generalized covariant derivative 

with respect to the upper index [ 2] given by the 

equation 

(1.2.5) T f - a T!e Th Te. 
c<B,rf ... + o<B h • 

I ou" I . rf 

3.General Qua.dries Having Second Ordei-- Contact ,vith 
. -

s0 x0 • There 1s a three parameter family of quad-

rics having second order ~ontact with s0 at x0• This 

family wi~l now be determined by the method introduced 

by P.o. Bell in (4]. 

Let 
(1.3.l) 

be the equation of the family or quadrics. It can be 

assumed without loss of generality that bij • bji • 

The quadrics have second ord.er contact with s0 at x0 
if the coordinates of x0 , { 1., O, O., O)., s·at isfy the 

equations 

(1.3.2) b ij ,d. x¾cJ ::: 0 

b x1x3 - o ij.,o(,~ - for ex; r : 1, 2 
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b. " ot B : (bij .. c<) .. B 1 J' 'r , , r • 

These conditions are 

boo, QI. :: -2T~QC. bhO = -2bol.Q = ·o 

h h 'h 
'boo,oe,.e : •2T0 pbhO,c< :: •2b~o,«= 2T0otbrh + 2T~""bhO 

= 0 • 

Thus 

bli 3 - •Tllb30 :• 

bl2 
3 = 0 and - •T12b30 -

b22 :: -T:2b30 • 

The equation of the family of quadr1os reduces to 

(1.3.3) 2x3(lci~h) - Ti1<x1)2 - T;2{x2)2: 0 

b30( b33 
where . ko = l, lt oe. = - , and k3 = - • 

b30 Bb30 

In non-homogeneous coordinates the equation is 
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4. The Quadr1cs Havipg Third Ord.er Contact Along 

ih,!! Curves 52£. the Con.jugate ~• Among the quadrics 

(1.3.3) there is a one parameter family having third 
' 2 

order contact along the u1-.., and u2 .. curves. This 

family, denoted by J3 ,will be determined and will be 

used in characterizing the points x1 and x2 or the 

reference frame. 

In order that (1.3.1-) bave third ordor contact 

,rith the u~---and u2-curvea the local coordinates of 

x0 mu.st satisfy, in addition to (l,3.2), the equations 

b ij,l,l.,l = 0 and 
(l.4.1) 

b .... 
ij,2,2,2 = 0 • 

The first of these gives tho following relation: 
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= o. 

·= 0 • 

Simpl:tf1cation. gives 

1 ·( l 3 . 3: 3 0~ or b31 =· 3Tll TJ.i' .. Tll, l - T11 T·o1 b30 
3T;i.1 

where Tf1, 1 is the generalized covariant derivative 

with respect .to the .up~er.. index [2] given by 

Thus the value of 1t1 in (l,.3.3) is given by the 

equation 



(1.4.2) k _ 1 ["-Tl m3 . T3 T3 TO ) l - 3 V llLll - 11,1 - 11 01 • 
3T11 

The second equation or {1.4.l) gives 

Thus the value of k2 :tn (1.3.3) is givon by the 

equation 

k2 = ~f ;;~2T:2 - T~2 2 - T~2Tg2] " 
3T" L ' 22 

11 

The family o:f quadrics 1 bas (l .3 .3) as its 

equation where 1~ and k2 are 8iven by (1.4.2) and 

(1.4.3) respectively. 

5. Characterization of the Local Reference Frame • ...................... ----- - - --- ----- ---
The polar· line of the u3.;;tangent at x 0 with respect to 

a quadric of the .family J3 is a line l which is inde-

pendent o:f·the choice o:f the quadric. The line 1 in-

tersects the ul ... and tho u2-tungents to·s0 at x0 in 

points which will be taken to be the vertices x1 and 

¾ or the local re.ference frame. 
1rhis choice results in the van:tsh:tng of the coef-

f ic iants a30 and a03 of the pov-rer series de tormined in 
§ 2. 
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.There exists a point t:~1 on the u3-tangent to s0 

at x0 Whioh describes a curve as l ~} varies whose 

tangent at { ~i} passes through the l ~=} tQllgent to S 0 

at x0 • The harmonic conjugate of x0 with respect to 

the po'inta P 1 and P 2 will be chosen to be the vertex 

x3 of the reference frame for local coordinates. The 

point x , thus determined, coincides with the har-
3 

monic conjugate of x with respect to the focal points 
0 

of the congruence generated by x0x3 . 

Let f'(x0,x1,x2,x3 ) be a. homogeneous !'unction and 

let I denote the algebraic surface defined by the 

equation f(x0 ,xl,x2 ,x0 ) = O • 

Definition: The polar plane of a point P with respect 

to~ is the plano whose equation is 

in v.hich the subscrip·t of' the brackets denotes tl1at 

the partial dorivat5.ves are evaluated at the point P. 

Let the genere.1 homogeneous coordinates of' a point 
-p on the line Xcf-s be given by the equation 

Its local homoeeneous coordinates are (r,0,0,1). The 

equation or the polar plane or p with respect to a 
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quo.dr:i.c Qs of is 

whel"G 11. end k2 are given by {1.4.2) and (1.4.3) 

respectively. The polar planes of two distinct points 

on x0x3 with respect to Q,3 or 33 intersect in a line 

called the polar line of x0x3 with respect to Q3 of J-3 • 

The intersection of two planes of the pencil (1.5.1) 

is the line in the tangent plane to s0 a.t x0 v1hicb. 
ce. intersects tl1e u -tangent at the point Pc,1. y,rhooe gon-

e1'\al homogeneous coordinates are given by 

(ot = 1, 2 ; o<. 1s a free index). 

'l'he points p1 and p2 are the points x1 nnd x2 of 

the local reference frrune if, and only if, 

' 
(ex = 1,2 ; o(, is a free index). 

This choice makes a30 an.d 8.03 equal to zero in 

the power series expansion for the equation of s0 • 
: 

The edge Xi¾ of the local reference frnme is the polar 

11110 of' the edge x0x3 of the local reference frame with 

respect to every quadric of the family J3 • 
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In view of the choice or Xi and Xa the family of 

quadrics 35 has as its equation 

or, in non•h~mogeneous coordinates 

Each quadric of,% in~ersects the surface s0 in a curve 

with a triple point at x0 • The equation whose roots., 
du2 · 1 , are the direction_s of the triple-point tangents 
du 
(tr1ple"point di~ectlons) is found in the following 

manner. Let the power series development i'or thee-

quation of s 0 be substituted .into equation (1.5.2). The 

terms up to and including those of the second order 

vanish. Let the third degree term be equated to zero 

and let z1 ,z2 be replaced by du1 , du2 respectively. The 

result is round to be 

The roots du2 of (1.5.3) are the triple point direc~ ' du1 ; 
tions of the curve of inters.ection of s0 with a quad-

ric of J5 • 

There exists a point P1 of the u3-tan13ent to s0 at 
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x0 which describes a curve as u1 va~ies whose tangent 

at P1 passes through the u2-tangant to s0 at x0 • Let 

the general homogeneous coordinates of such a point 

r 1 be given by the equation 

1l1hus 
a P1 a,u.." h 

: T~lxh + ..L...rJ. XO t fl TOlxh • 
au1 ou1 

(1.5.4) 

The point P 1 has the required property if., and only if, 

the coefficient of x1 in the right hand member of 

(1.5.4) is equal to zero, thus 

C.onsequently, the coordinates of P1 are given by the 

equation 

A point P2 of the line x0x3 may be characterized 

by the analogous property that the tangent to the locus 

of P2 as u2 varies passes through the u1-tangent to s0 
at x0 • Its coordinates which a.re found in a similar 

manner are given by 

The harmonic conjugate of x0 with respect to r1 , 

P2 is the point P whose coordinates are given by 
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This point is chosen as the point x3 of the local ref-

erence frame. A condition is imposed on the T's, 

namely, T~1 + T~2 = 0 which, in view of the integra-

bility conditions (1) of Appendix c 1 requires that 

6. Focal Points .2f 2 Conp,ruence o3 • The lines or 
the congruence ~3 generated by the line x0~ 3 are the 

common tangent lines to two surfaces called focal sur-

faces of the congruence G3 ., T~e points at which the 

line x0x3 touches the focal surfaces are called focal 

points. These points ,denoted by F1 arid F2 will now be 

determined analytically. 

Let C).. be the curve defined by u2 = u2(u1 ) where 

du2 =),.... The general coordinntes,of,a point Fon the 
dul 
line x0x3 are expressible in the form F = x3 ,i- 1' x0 • 

Let F be subject to the condition that~ is a linear 
du1 

combina.'tion of x0 and x3 • With the aid of equations 

(1.l.6) it is found that 

dF oF . aF 
du1 = au1 + ou2 >-. = 
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The above stated condition to which Fis to bo sub-

jected is satisfied by equating to zero the coeffi-

cients or x and x in (l.6.1). Thus 
1 2 

1Tl +-v +-~Tl : 0 31 32 

T2 + 7', T2 +- ./·A - 0 31 32 - . 

On eliminating V and)\.. between these two equations, 

the following system is obtained: 

L~t 1'1 ana be the roots of the first equation of 

( l. 6 .2) • Let F1 and F 2 denote the points whose gen-

eral coordinates are given by x.3 + v 1x0 an.d x3 + V 2x0 
respectively. rrhese a.re the .focal points of the line 

The harmonic conj_ugate of 
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x0 \'1:lth respect to F1 and F2 is the point P whose gen-

eral coordinates are given by the equation 

With the aid of the first equation of (l.6.2) and the 

equation T~1 + T~2 = 0 it is found that 
l T2 

p: x • T~J + 52 x - X 
3 2 0 - 3 • 

Thus Pis found to be the harmonic conjugate of x0 with 

respect to Pi and P2 • The following tlleorem is there-

£ ore obtained: 

Theorem (l.6.1); The harmonic conjugate or x 0 with 

respect to P1,P2 coincides with the harmonic conjugate 

of x0 with respect to F1,F2 • 

Let 7'.1 , A- 2 be the roots of the second equation of 

(1.6.2). 

Theorem (1.6.2); 7'-1 ="'2 if, and only if, F1 = F2 ,. 

The discriminants of the two equations of (l.6.2) 

are equal. 

Theorem (l.6.3); P1 ,P2 co1.nc1de with F1 ,F2 1r, and 

only it, one of the two dovelope.bJ.es of' o3 corresponds 

to the u1-curve or the u2-curve. 

If P1 ,P2 coincide with F ,F, then T2 Tl : O. 
1 2 31 32 

One of' _the factors must be zero. If T~1 is zero, then 

du2 = 0 1s a root of the second equation of (1.6.2). 
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"=' i · 1 1 ·• J\ ml " tl du1 0 ;::, m:1.. nr y, J.l. .L 32 ::1.s zero, .. 1en : ·. is a root or 
the second equation of (1.6.2). 

If one of the developables of o3 corresponds to a 

para.metric curve, then either T~2 : O or '11~ 1 = o. In 

either case the roots of the first equation of (1.6.2) 

are -T!1 d T2 ;::, an - 32 • 

Theorem (1.6.4} .. If the developables of a3 cor1"'espond 

to curves which separate harrnon:tcs.lly the curves of the 

If ")_1"-2 sepa.rai;e harmonically tho curvces of the. 

conjugate net, then "i = -7'2 • This implies tb.at 

ml r•,2 But by the choice of 0 l 2 
.l.31 = .J:32 • To3 1 T31 = -T so 32 
that 'l11 = T2 - 0 i.e .. , .P1 ::: p 2 = X3 • 31 32 - :, 

7. The Que.dries of Darboux. The purpose of this --------
sectio1~_ 1s to define the notion of' a.polarity and, with 

the aid of tl1.is notion., to obtain the equation of tho 

Q.uadrics of Darbou.x. 

Each quadric.in the family whose equation is given 

by (1.3.3) intersects the surface s0 in a curve which 

has a triple- point at x0 • In general, the tr1plo-

po1nt tangents are distinct. There are, however, three 

directions called the directions of Darboux in which 

the triple-point tangents of such e.n intersection can 

coincide,. 
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Tho equation whose roots, - , are the directions 
du1 

or the triple.-point tangents (triple-point directions) 

is found in the following manner. tot the power series 

development for the equation of s0 be substituted into 

equation (l.3.4). The terms up to and including those 

of the second order vanish. Let the third degree term 

be equated to zero and let zl,z2 be replaced by dul,du2 

respectively. The result 1s found to be 

(1.7.1) 

du2 
The roots, - ; are tho triple-point directions. 

du1 
Let 11 (i = 1,2,3) denote three directions of s0 

at x0 , and let the symbol H(lr1 19lt) denote the har-

monic conjugate of lr with respect to 1 9 and lt. 

Definition.(1.7.1): The directions 11 ,12,13 are 

apolar to the directions d1,d2 if, and only if, 

H(l1,d1d2 ) a 11 for i =· 1,2,3 where 

1 r, 1' l '· are defined by the equations 
1 2 1 3 

li: H(11,1213 ) 

l~ : H(1 2 ,111 3 ) 

l!: H(l3,111 2 ) • 
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Cartan hEt.S ShO\Vll [6] that def'1nition (l.'7 .1) is 

equivalent to the f'ollowing necessary and nuf'ficient 

condition. 

Let f 2(x,y) : a.x2 + 2bxy + cy2 

f 3(x,y) : o<x3 + 3~x2y + 3dXT' + y3 • 

du2 1 2 ·· The three roots., - , of the equation f.,z(du ,du}= O 
d 1 v u 2 

are apolar t'o the two roots, dul , of the equation 
du 

p?2 (du1 .,du2 ) = 0 if, and only if, 

a 2p3 a2fs a2f 3 
c--2b-+a---o. 

a x2 axay ay2 
(1.7.2) 

du2 
The directions of Darboux are the directions., -du1 , 

which are roots of equation. (1. 7 .1) and which are 

apolar to the asymptotic directions [6] • 

By Appendix e • ., the asymptotic directions are the 

roots., du2 , ot the equation 
dul 

= 0 • 

Thus, by the necessary and sufficient condition 
. 

(=1 • 7 • 2 ) , the 
du2 

roots, 1 , 
du 

du2 
roots, - , of (1.7.1) are apolar to· the 

du1 
of (1.7 .3) if, and only if, 

and 
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k2 = +(TilT~l + T~2T~l). 
4T11 

The equation of the Quadrics of Darboux is, therefore, 

in ,vhich k1 and k2 are given by ( 1. 7 .4). 

The directions of Darboux ~re, therefore, the 
du2 roots, - , of ·the equation which is obtained by sub-
du1 

stituting k1 and k2 of (1.7.4) into (l.7.1), namely, 

13 2 I 3 2 3 1 1 3 (1.7.6) (ir11 ) (T22T12 + T11T22 }(dt1.) 
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CHAPTER II 

?1-PLY SYSTEMS OF HYPEHSURPACES IN N-DIMENSIONAL 

PROJECTIVE SPACE 

1. Canonical Form f_Q£ Differential Equations. 

Let the general homogeneous coordinates of a point x0 
inn-dimensional projective space be given by 

(2.1.1) X ( P ) = x ( P ) ( u1 u2 • • • un) ( p - o 1 • • • n) 0 Q I I - II 

in which the functions x(p) are assumed to be single-
0 

valued analytic functions of n independent parameters 

ul, u2, ••• un. Let the points of the local reference 

frame denoted by x0,~_,x2, • • • xn be located ln such 

a way that x1,x2, •·• xn lie on the tangents to the u1-, 

u2-, ••• un-curves respectively. The general homogene-

ous coordinates of the points x1,x2, 

fore functions of then parameters. 

•••x are there-n 

Since the points x0,x1, ••· xn are linearly in-

dependent, it follows that the f;eneral coordinates of 

any point-X 1n the space are expressible by a linear 

combination of the corresponding general coordinates 

of these points., 
x_(p) = x1x(p) • 

1 
The functions xi may be taken to be the local point 

coordinates of X with respect to the tetrahedron 
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(x0 ,x1 , • • • xn) .: In particular, the .general coordin• 
ax.t 

ates of the points --2:. are given by the equations of au°' 
the form 

(2.,L.2) (oc ::: 1,2., • • • n). 

••• un-curves respectively the eqt1ations for the gen-

eral coordinates a.xo of~ tu1sume the form 

(2.1.3) ax0 04 0 - : Toll'.Xcx + Toor.XO aucc 
{oc. :r: 1,2, • • •n ; o<. is a free index) • 

h 1'hus Tooe = o :for h ~- o, oc " 

Each point x1 is not changed geometrically by the 

introduction of~ p~opor.tionality factor 7'-1 • 

(2.1.4) ( 1 is a free index) • 
• 

For each« let the value of the proportionality 

factor be given by the equati~n 

;..d.: ...1... (01. is a free index) 
T°" Oo< 

and let Ab assume tho value unity. Under this ·choice 

equations (2.1.3) become 

oxo - 0 (2.1.5) - = x + T()c(xO. aue( o(. 

For simplicity the coordinates xiP) of the point x~ 
will be denoted by x~p} • Equations {2.1.5) thus be-
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come 

No restri.ction has been imposed of the points x1 , 

x2, • .. • xn of' the reference frame except that they lie 

on the t,angents. to the u1--,u2-,, • • • un-curves respec-

tively. These points v1ill be chosen later. 

2. Power Series Expansion f.9! Equation .Qf 

Rypersurfaoe. In this section the (n-1)-dimensionnl 

variety un = constant denoted by v 0 will be studied. 

Definition: The parametr~o net on v0 is conjugate if, 

and only if, the general homogeneous coordinates of 

the point x0 satisfy a system of generalized Laplace 

equations of the form 

The coordinates of x0 satisfy a system of equa-

tions of the form { 2 .2 .1) if, and only if, 'r~~ = O 

for eachpairo1,f where «I\~• [5] It is assumed :tn 

this chapter that the parametric net on v0 is conjugate. 

The power series expansion in local non-homogeneous 

copr4inntes for the equation of Vo in a sufficiently 

small neighborhood of a point x0 of v0 w:tll now be do• 

termined. The method used will be that introduced in [3]. 
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Let z be a fixed point of v0 in the neighborhood 

of x0 and let the local non--homogeneous coordinates of 

z be z1,z2, •·• zn where 

t xt z =:-
XO 

(t = 1,2, ••• n}. 

Since the variety v0 is assumed to be analytic 

and since x0 is the origin f'or the local coord:l.nates 

zl,s2, .. •zn, the powe1" series expansion has the form 

(2.2.2) 

m:n-l ; q1 ,q2, • • • 4m = 0,1,2, • • • ; and 

n aooo • • • o = 0 • 

By differentiating (2.2.2) with respect to u«, 

evaluating the derivatives using (1.2,2) and equating 

coefficients of (z1 )P1 (z2 )p2 ••• (zm)Pm the following 

recursion relation is obtained [3] • 

{2.2.3) 

an - an an - an aP: aP - , - , p P1•••P~+l•••Pm P1 •• •Pm P1 •"•Pm 

an - an L - P1 + P2 + • • • + Pm rf - p •• •p -1 .. •p , -
1 " m 

an an (n'=r) an - n 
{rf ~) = , - apl ••p,,-l••pp-1-••pm t(r tfr 
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an aP = aP 
jl • • ! jm , k1 kl • • •~ ' 

II 

and L denote the sums of the products of the 

forms indicated for which j,_, + k,_, = P,-, and 

j,, + kv = Pv + I! respectively• 
m 

By setting q1 equal to 1,2,.3 successively in 
1:l 

(2,.2.3) the following c·oef.fieients are obtained: 

(2.2.4) 

n 
aOO • • • l • • • l • • • 1 • • • O 

t' ,.., 

(t' is a free index) 

_ 1riT,.., Tn T-r: mn ] 
'!"' -:-2L 't't' ,.,,., + -V't'.L.'t''t' 

(v,~ are free indices) 

indices) 

ag0 ,. •r • •O : ½ [~"•" + T~,,(Tg~ - 3T~;>] 
(V,~ ~re free indices) 

e . where T is the generalized covariant derivative 
o(~·.,rl' 

with respect to the upper index [2} given by equation 

(1.2 .5.). 

3. ·oeneral 5<:uadrics Having Second Order Contact m.h 
v0 & x0 • There is an n-parameter family or quadrics 
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having second order contact with v0 at x0 • This 

family will now be determined by the method employed 

in §o of Chapter r. 
Let 

be the equation or the family or quadrics. ·It can be 

assumed without loss of generality that c1j = cji. 

The quadrics (2 ,3 .1) have second order contact w1 th v 0 

at x0 H' th.e local homogeneous coord:i.ns.tes of x0 , 

(1,0,0, • • • 0) , satisfy the equations 

o13x1x3 ::: O 

c ij ,o<x1x3 = O 

cij,o<,rxixj = 0 fol:' oc,r : 1,2, • •• • n-1 

where c .•. o< and c1j o< 0 are, respectively., the first 
J.J, ' 'r 

and tho second generalized covariant derivatives [2] 

defined by the equations 

. ac1j Th Th d 
cij,o< = auc< .. chj ic<. - cih j«. an 

cij.,ot,r = (cij,cc.>,r. 

Cond.itions (2 .3.2) are: 

coo= 0 

h 
COO,o<: - 2To~Ch0 = - 2c~o: 0 
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h 

C00,01,r = - 2T0~cho,« = - 2cpo,« 

h 
+ 2Tg.i'ph 

n = 2T po(chO - 2T~o<cno + 2c~o< - o. - -

Thus the equation of the required family of qua.dries is 

Cno< 
where k = - and k 

c<. cno n 

In non-homogeneous coordinates the equation of the 

most general quadric which has second order contact 

(2.3.4) 

4. The Family E.f. Qundrics J n • Among the quadrics 

(2.3.3) there is a one parameter family having third 

order contact along the u1-, u2-, • • • un-1-curves. This 

family., denoted by 3 , will be determinod and will be 
n 

used in characterizing the points x1 ,x2 , · • • xn-l of 

the local reference frame. 

Iu order that (2.3.3) have third order contact w:lth 

the ul-,u2-, ••• un-1-curves, the local homo~eneous 

coordinates of x0 must satisfy, in addition to (2.3.2), 

the equations 

(2.4.1) (~ is a free index) 
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.for ot. = 1.,2, • • • n-1., whe1"a cij -I is the third 
., "',o< ,ct. 

generalized covariant derivative defined by the equa-

tion 

Applying this definition to (2 .4 .1), the follow-

ing result :ta obtained. 3 

In view of the equations c00 = 0 1 c«o;« = o and 

(2.1.6) # 

• 2Tti C 1 oe.o1. nc,( 

3. Throughout this calculation of the c13 , the index o< 

is a free index,·having the range 1.,2., ·•••,n-1. 
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Solving this equation 

The 

,1here the 

l f 2TCI( mn cnC( : '3Tn a<.o(.:i:a<c( 
o(o( 

n 
c3Tatcl n 0 

• -------- • Tot« TO o< au°" 

equation of tho family of quadric a J n is 
0 n . ,. n . .n 2 1 mn p: 2 x x + kp.x x + kn(x ) .. 2 .i:pp (x ) = 0 • 

kp aro given by the equations 

l f rr,n n n o I, 
kp :: ZTpp l 3TPr ... PP - T Pr, p - T ~pTo~ j 

( f : 1,2, • •·• n•l ; r is a free index). 

5. Characterization of the Local Reference Frame • .;:..;,;;;;;;,;;.___,,__......,.._____ - - --- -------- -----
r .[111, e polar· (n-S}-pla.ne of the un-tangent at x0 with re-

spect to a quadric of tho family ;J-n is an (n-2)-plana 

L which is independent of the choice of the qu,adric. 

The (n .. 2-)-plane L 1nt~rsects the u 1-,u2-, • • • un-1. 

tangents to v0 at x0 in points which will be taken to 
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be the vertices x1 ,x2 , • • • xn:-l of the local reference 

frame. This choice results in the vanishing of the 

coefficients an (~, , 2 n 1) in the 00 • • • 3 • • • 0 ,. = - ' ' • • • • 
-y 

power series expansion for the equation er the variety 

VO• 
For each 01. ( oc = l, 2 1 • • • n-1) there exists a 

point Poe. on the un-tangent at x0 which describes a 

curve as uc( varies whose tangent line lies in the t'an-

gent hyperplane to the surface uoc = constant at x0 • 

The 1nva~iant .n defined by P.o, Bell in (2] ie evalu• 

ated at the points P1,P2, • ••Fn-l on the line xdr.n • 

There exists on the un~tangent at x0 a unique point 

the value of whose invariant .n is equal to the arith-

P l • n-
This p·oint will be chosen to be the vertex x ·or the n 
reference frame. The point xn could be analogously de-

:r:tned with respect to the focal points F1 ,v•2, • · • Fn-l 

of the congruence Gn generated by x0xn in virtue 0£ the 

property that the values of the arithmetic averages of 

the invariants .!l evaluated nt oi.ther set of points F1, 

P21 • • • Pn-l or F1 ,F2 ., • • • Fn•l are equnl to the value 

of n at xn • 
( 0 1 ••• n) b h Let f x ;x, x ea omogeneous function 

and let W denote the -algebraic surface defined by the 
( 0 1 , , • n) equation£ x ;X, x = O. 
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Definition (2 .• 5.l): The polar hyperplanE) or a point P 

with respect to Wis 

--:- X = 0 [ar J 1 
ax? p 

in which the 

subscript on the brackets denotes that the partial de-

rivatlves a1~e evaluated at the point P. 

Let the general homogeneous coordinates of a point q 

on the line x0xn be given by the equation 

Its local coo1"dinates x 1 are given by ·the equations. 

the Kroneoker delta funotion. 

in which the a~- is 
J. 

The equation of the po-

la~ (n•l)•plane of q with respect to a quadric Qn ot 

J n is 

(2.5.1) where the 

kp are given by (2i4.4) 

The (n-1)-plano (2.5.1) intersects the tangent to 

the u~ -curve at the point qp whose general homogeneous 

coordinates are given by 

(2.5.2) 

( r = 1,2, • • • n-1 ; r is a free index) 
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The points qp for f:: 1,2, • • • n•l are the points 

x 1,x2, .... xn-l of tbe reference frame if, and only if, 

(2.5 .• 3) 

( 1s a froe index) • 

'11h1s choice makes all the coefficients a~0 ••• 3 ••• 0 
. p ( = 1,2, · • •n-1) equal to zero in the power series ex-

pansion for the equation of v0 • 

The invariant .Q defined by P .. o. Bell in [2) will 

now be defined and will be used to characterize the 
' ' 

point xn of the local rererence tratne. Al though th'-3 

characteritatiori of the point xn is not an obvious ex-

tension. of §5 Ohn~ter I~ the point xn £01" n = 3 special-

izes to give the point x3 of the reference frame in 

three dimensional projective space. 

Let X denote a point of the line x0xn dif f eren1; from 

x0 • Let -ir denote the tangent (n-1)-plane of v0 at x0 • 

LetTI1 be the tangent (n-1)-plane of v0 at the pointy 

whose general homogeneous coordin~tes are given by the 

equation 

r,et X1 denote the point whose general homogeneous 

coordinates are given by the equation 

( 1 1 2 2 ••• n-ld n-1} X 1 • X u +du , u "'du , · u + u • 
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The line joining X and x1 intersects rr and' Tr1 in 

the points Y and Y 1 respectively. It is shown in (2) 

th:..1.t the principal part, .n, or the cross ra·cio of the 

four points X,Y,x1 , Y1 in that order is given by the 

equation 

( 2 • 5 • 4) n : a du Ol du~ o(p where the aa1.~ are defined 

by the equation 

in which 

(1) xi are the local homogeneous point 

coordinates of X, 

(11) s1 are tho local plane coordinates of-rr, 

(111) s1 is the generalized covariant , 
derivative wlth respect to the lower 

index, and 

(iv) xjip is the generalized covnriant 

derivative with respect to the upper 

index. 

Let the g~neral coordinates of X bo given by the equa-

ti:on 

The loceJ. homogeneous coord.inates of X and rr are 

and 
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~ospect1vely., where J'~ 
i 

is the Kronecker delta function. 

By substituting (2.6.6) into (2.5.5} the follow-

ing 1s obtained. 

Equation {2.5.4) which is clearly a f1..tnction of 

will be writ ten 

n There exists a point Prr on the u -tangent at x 0 

which describes a curve as u,r varies whose tansent 

line lies in the tangent hyperplane to the surface url' 

= constant at x0 • Let th.e general honiogeneous coor-

dinates of such a point Prl' be given by the equation 

P :: X + J)J x 0 • 
rl" n 1 n 

Thus 
d P,., ,,nh a£1,,.J" mh 
- - ..i. X + --.!..:!. X + ! X._ a Uri' - n,r h. dU,( 0 rr{ 0,r n . 

The necessary and sufficient condition that the 
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point p 
,( 

have the stated property is that the coeffi-

cient of xd in ·bhe right hand member o.f (2.5.8) be 

equal to zero, thus 

( ,r- is a free index) • 

Consequently, the coordinates of P,,.,- are given by the 

equatior1 

P : X ... Td""' 
rt ""'O n llll"' 

(,,- is a free index). 

At P4 the quadratic diffa1•ential invariant flr 
nssun1es the value .n,,,,,. which is given by 

Dr;( = (T~r ir!c( - r_rrirl'T~e )duo(du~ (-,, is 8. free index). 

The sum of the values which Dr assumes at the 

points P.,, for ,,.,.: 1,2, • •• n-1 is expressed by the equa-

tion 

~1 .. (( 1 )r n p mlf Tn ] d cl.. L n /N - n- TAB Tnct - :i.:nrl' °'B u du 
rf =1 1 rf rr r 

The average value is, therefore, 
n-l 

{2.5.9) _!_L -'l = (Tn ,rP - 2:._ T,f Tn )duo(duP 
n-1,(=l rt( f p llo( n-1 ll,f "'F 

Let q denote tbe point whose general homogeneous coordi-

nates aro given by the equation 

q iii xn -rxo 
and let f be such that the value of [Lr at q 1.s equal to 

the average of the values which n,- assumes at the points 
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P1,P2, ••• Pn-i• This condition demands that .fl.f-be 
given by the equation-

(2.5.10) nr- = (Tn Tp - _!,_ T"' Tn )duC(duP • PP ncl n-1 n11 c( F 
A comparison of (2.5.10) and (2.5.7) shows t~..at 

It follows that the coordinates of q are given by 

1 r/ 
q = X - - T XO n n-l nrl' 

The point q coincides with x if, and only if, n 

(2.5.11) _J:_ Trl = 0 • 
n-1 DI'( 

In view of the integrability conditions of Appendix 

c,5, equation (2.5.11) implies that 

or 

(2.5.12) 

- ( n-l )Tg,,J = 0 
= ... J:_ Tl'( • 

n-1 ,fll 

6. Focal Points 2f 1!12 XoXn !.!!!! Congruence 

Let the point x move along the curve C whose 
0 

equations are 

(2.6.1) 
l 

un = constant. 

Let G denote the congruence generated by the line n 
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x0x0 • The toc~l points F1·.,F 2, • • • F n-l or the line 

x0xn of Gn are the points of tb.e line x0xn which de-

scribe curves as x0 moves along C whose tangents coin-

cide with the line x0xn. 

Let the general homogeneous coordinates of a 

point F be given by the equation 

F :: X - YX • n o 

The point Fis a focal point of x0x0 1f, and only if, 
dF the general homogeneous coordinates or the point -dt 

are linear combinations of the x0 and xn. 

With the aid of equations· (2.1.6) it is found that 

(2.6.2) = ..!!. (x -vx ) 
dt dt n O 

d c1. d-Y duo< = Th. x_ 2!,_ - - x ·• i.> Th x -
n~ n dt dt O 0~ h dt 

+ (TP ... y }x duc1. 
nc( o< dt 

where J~ is the Kronecker delta. 
. c( • 

Thus, the point Fis a focal point of x0xn if, and 

only if, 

for~= 1,2., ·•• n-1. 

There are solutions for this system of homogeneous 
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equations in du°" if, and only if, the determinant of 
dt 

the coefficients is equal to zero, 1.e., 

Equation (2.6.4) is of degree n-1 in -v,. Let v1.,v2 ,-,;3 , 

• • • Y be the roots 0£ this equation. For each root n-1 
Ylf there is a focal po1.nt F-f whose coordinates are 

given by 

If the invariant ni defined in (2.5.,7) is evalu-

ated at the points F1 ,F2 , ... Fn-i ,· the average value 

is given by the equation 

n-1 n-1 
.J:_ .L fl = ·(Tn T~ • _L 2 y Tn .)du~duP. 
n-1 "f :1 irt fr llc( n-1 i=l 1 olp 

The point of x0xn for which .n, assumes the average 

value is the point R whose general homogeneous coordi-

nates are given by 
n-1 

(2.6.5) P. - X - _L .. ,_ X . - n L Yi • n-1 i:l O 

Fro111· (2.6.4) it follows that the sum of' the roots ,,.,1 1s 

expressed by n-1 

1"1 = T,r • L n,,, 1=1 
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Thus, the coordinates of Rare given by 

R : x - _l_ T?' x0 • 
n n-1 n'l" 

But by {2,5.11), T~ = 0, so that R coincides with x. n~ n 
This result is summarized as follows: 

The point R for which Ili assumes the value equal 

to tlle average of the values of n,.,., at F F • • • F , l' 2' n-1 
coincides v11th the point q for which D..r assumes the 

value equal to the average of the values of nt"' at P1 , 

P2, • • • p • n-1 
For each root t of equation {2.6.4) there is a 

direction defined by (2.6.3). Conditions will now be 

determined under which these n-1 directions coincide 

with the parametric directions of v0 • 

The u~ -direction is defined by the equations 

{2.6.6) 

duef f 0 
dt 

due(_ 
- 0 dt 

The system (2 .6 .3) may be writ·ten in the form 

du~ = Y-
dt 

p = 1, 2, • • • n-1 • 

If the u7 -direction corresponds to the root ~, in 

view of (2.6.6), equation {2.6.7) becomes 

p duef 
T -n,y dt (ef,r are free indices). 
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Thus, 

(7 1s a free index). 

The following theorem is established: 

Theorem (2 .6 .1): If the developables of Gn correspond 

to the parametric curves, the focal points are given by 

F_., = X - T'>' XO r n n.,, (~ is a free index) 

7,. Generalized Quad£.!£! Et. Darboux. The purpose of 

this section is to define analytically a generalized 

notion of apolarity and with the aid of this definition 

to obtain a family of quadrics which will be called the 

Generalized Quadrics of Darboux. 
. r 

Let .t1J (z1. z2 • • • z111 ) = A . (z1 ) 1 • • •(zm) m r 2 , ; r 1 r 2 • • • rm 

and ,d3 (z1,z2 , • •· zm) e B (z1 ) 41 • • •(zm) 4m whero 
'' 4142·••qm 

m m 
m = n-1 , L q1 = 3 , and L r 1 = 2 • 

i=l i•l 

Definition (2.7.1): The directions defined by the 

equation f3 (du1,,du2 , • •• dum) = O are apolar to the 

di!'ections defined by the equation f2 (du1 ,du2 , • • dum) =o 
if, and only if, 

(2.7.1) 
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The identity (2.7.1) gives n•l equations in terms 

of the A.,..,_r r and the Bq • ExpandinIT .. 
- .J. 2 • • • m 1 42 • • • 4m -

{2.?.1) and equating the coefficient of z1 to zero, the 

following equation is obtained. 

{2.7.2) - ... 

There are n-1 equations such as (2.7.2) Y!hich are 

obtained by equating to zero the coefficient of z~ in 

(2.7.1) and which must be satisfied in order that the 
1 2 m directions defined by P~(du ,du, ••• du ) = O be 

a.polar to the directions defined by tbe equation 

f2(du1 ,du2, • •• dum) :: o. 
Each quadric of the family whose equation 1a 

(2.3.4) intersects v0 i~ a curve vrith a triple point at 

x0 • The equation for the directions of the triple 

point tangents is found in the following manner. Let 

the power seri.es expansion for the equation of v O be 

substituted into equation {2.3.4). The terms up to 

and including those of second degree vanish. By set-
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ting the thi~q degree term to zero and replacing z« by 

du~, the required equation is found to be 

where ~,v,p are summed but are not equal in any term. 

From Appendix e. the equation of the asymptotic 

directions is 

(2.'7.4) n 0(. 2 T (du } = 0. 
c(c,(, 

The directions defined by (2.'7.3) are apolar to 

the directions defined by (2.7.4) if, and only if, e-

quation (2.7.2) and the n-2 similar equations are sat-

isfied. Equation (2.7.2) is satisfied if k1 1s given 

by the equation 

• • • + 

+ ••• 

d 'F { 301n Tn Tn Tn Tn mn 
an = .1.11 mm + m-lm-1 22 + m-2111-2·"33 

The equations similar to (2.7.2) give 

mn mm Tn) 
1- 111.1.lm mm 

(m=n-1 ). 



(2.'7.5) =- \there 

and 

(« 1s a free index, 

t' 
't" has the range 1,2, • • •n~l and J°'- is the ~onecker 

delta fun~tion) • 

Thus the equation of the Generalized Quadrics of 

Darboux is 

k°' is g 1 ven by ( 2. 7 • 5) . 

For the special case n = 3, equation (2.7.6) be-

comes equation (1.7.5). 

The generalized directions of Darbou.x are given 

by (2.7.3) with k~ defined by (2.7.5). For each vari-

ety obtained by holding fixed all but two of the para-

meters ul,u2; • • • un, equat:t~::n (2.7.S) with ko< defined 

by (2.7.5) generalizes (1.7.6). Ir1 particular, -if 

n = 3 and u3 is held fixed, equation (2.7.3) with k~ 

defined by• (2,7.5) becomes {1.7.6) • 
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l. Conjugate~ .Q!! Triple sxstems !2f. Surfaces. Let 

the general 'homogeneous coordinates or a point x.0 in 

ordinary 3-dimensionnl space be given by 

(p:: 0,1.,2.,3) • 

If one of the parameters is set equal to a constant, 

tho point x0 generates a surface as the remaining para-

meters vary. The·u1 = constant, u2 = constant, u3 = 
constant surface will be called tlle (u2.,u3)., (ul,u3), 

(ul,u2 ) surface, respeotively. In this section the 

conditions under which the nets on the three surfaces 

are conjugate will be considered. 

The congruences generated by the tangents to the 

ul-,u2-,u3-curves will be denoted by o1 , o2, G3, re-

spectively. The net on the (u<\u~) surface will be 

called the opposing net of Ol'f where d.,f,'1' = 1,2,3 and 

are all different. The congruence G~ is conjugate to 

its opposing net if the developables of G~ correspond 

to the uot-,u~-curves of the (u0 ',u~) surface. 

Let o be the curve on the ( u°", u~ ) surf ace \Vhose 

parametric equations are 
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By an alteration of the second equation of (1.6.2) c 

is in the direction of a developable of G7 if the 

functions u~(t) and u~(t) are such that their deriva-

tives satisfy the equation 

(3.1,l) 

(c< ,~ ,'t' are f1"ee indices; e1, _,tf = 1,2, 3 and are all 

different) • 

If T!o< = T;p = 0 and Ttp ' T;a. , tho developahles of' 

G are deteri.nino.to and correspond to the parametric 
",( 

curves of the (ue1,u~) surface. 

By Appendix {c) and {d}, the parametric net on the 

(u0 C,uf3) surface is conju.,6ate if, and only 1f, 

T ~ · T,-r - 0 
C( = ~c,( - • 

Theorem (3.1.1): If (1) the parametric net on the (u~,u~) 

sul"f'ace is c011ju.gate and (2) G'Y' is conjugate to its op-

posing net~ then (1) the parametric net on ·the (uc<,u'>") 

surface is conjugate, (2) the pnrametr:lc net on the 

(u~ ,u'>") surface is conjugate; (3) G~ is conjuu;ute to its 

opposing net, nnd (4) Gp is conjtigate to its opposing net. 

By hypothesis (1) 
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rf 
(a) T«p = 0 and (b) r( 

Tp« = 0 • 

By hypothesis (2) 

(c) and 

In vie\"1 of (c) and (d), the integrability conditions of 

Appendix c.s give 

(e) f3 (f) 
er. 

Tcl('Y' - 0 and T ~'Y' = 0 . -
The result is established since 

(c) and (e) imply conclusion ( 1)., 

(d) and (.f) imply conclusion (2), 

(a) and (e) imply conclusion (3)., and 

{b) and (f) imply conclusion (4) .. 

It should be noted that hypothesis (1) was not 

used in arriving at conclusions (1) and (2) • 
Theorem (3.1.2): If' (1) the parametric net on the 

{u~,u~) surface is conjugate and (2) the parametric net 

on the (u~,urf) surface is conjugate, then G« is conju-

gate to its opposing net. 

By hypothesis T=~ = T!rf = 0. This is the condi• 

tion under which the congruence Got is conjugate to its 

oppos 1ng net. 

2. Conjugate~ .2,!! n-ply Systems 9.£_ Surfaces. Let 

the general homogeneous coordinates or a point x0 in 

n-d:i.mensionnl projective space be given by 

X (p} - x<P)(ul u2 ••• vn) 0 - 0 ' ., .~ (p = 0,1, • • • n) • 
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If one of the parameters is set equal to a constant, 

the point x0 generates an (n-1)-dimensional variety 

as the remaining parameters vary. The u = constant 

variety v,ill be called tlle vP variety. The parametric 

net on vP will be denoted by N~ • In this section the 

conditions under wh:tch the nets on then varieties are 

conjugate will be studied. 

The congruence generated by the tangent to the 

u~ -curve ,vill be denoted by Gp • The net N~ is the op-

posing net of the congruence Gp • The congru.ence G~ 

is conjugate to its opposing net if the developables 

correspond to. the curves of the net M~ 

Chapter II, the developables of Gf, correspond to tho 

curves of 11 P if 

,., 
T~o( = 0 

The net N-~ ·is eonjugo.te by the definition of §2 

Cb.apter II if, and only if, [5] 

Theorem (3.2.1): If (1)' G1 ,a-2 , • •• G1_1 ,Gi+l' • ** Gj-l' 

G j+l' • • • Gn are conjugate to their o_ppos:i.ng nets and 

(-2) u1 ,w_2 , ••• u1- 1 ,wi+l, ••• :Nj-l,Nj+l, ··• Nn are 

conjugate nets, then (1) G1,Gj are conjugate to their 
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opposing neta and (2) R1;liij are conjugate nets, 

In this proof the fimctions Tt are such that r, rs 
s,t are all different. All indices have the range 1, 

2, • • • n except h which has the range 1,2, • • • i-1, 

i+l., • • • j-1., j +1., • • • n. 

To prove that G1 is conjugate to _its opposing net 

it must be demonstrated that T~m = 0. By hypothesis 

(2), T~ = 0 . In particular, T~k: 0. It remains to 

shO\v that Tfh :: O • Tho :integrability conditions or 

A d • 6 :t · "' Tk - mk "" 11 k D • ppen :i..x c. g vg hm - l:mh ""or a ,m. -- y nypo-

theais (1), T~ = 0 so thnt T~ = o. In particular, 

Tfh = O. The congruonce Gj is conjugate to its oppos-

ing not by a similar argumont. 

To prove tr-..at N1 is a conjugate net it must be 

demonstrated that 1r!k : O • By hypothesis (1), Tfun = o. 
It remains to be shown that T}h = O. Again, by the 

integrability conditions of Appond:tx c.6 and by hypo-

thesis (1), Thmk_ = O. In particular, T;h = 0. 
ilu..L .1 -

By a. proof similar to this, Nj is a conjugate net. This 

completes the proof of Tlleorexn ( 3 .2 .l) • 

It snould be noted that only part (1) of the hypo-
i • 

thesis was used in proving that U and MJ are conjugate 

nets. For tho case n = 4., the hypothesis of Theorem 

(3.2.1} is necessary and sufflcient. 
Theorem ( 3 .2 .2) : If N1 , N2 , • · !\Ji-1, Jfl+-1., • • • Nll are 

conjugate nets, then G1 1s conjugate to its opposing net. 
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In this proof the functions T;8 are such that r, 

s,t are all different. All indices have the range 1, 

2, • • • n except h which has the range 1,2, • .. 1-1, i+l., 

••• n. 
m It must be shown that T1k = O • By hypothesis, 

T~ = 0, so that T~k = T~k = 0. This completes the 

proof of Theorem (3.2.2). 

3. Conjugate~ .2!! Persoective Surfaces .!a ~di: 

mensional Pro.1eotive Space. Let G3 be the congruence 

generated by the line x0x3 • Let z be the point on the 

line x0x3 whose general homogeneous coordinates are 

given by the equation 

z = 

Let s0.,sz, respectively, denote the surfaces which x0 
and z generate as u1 and u2 vary. 

Definition (3.3.1): ·rhe two transversal surfaces so,sz 
of the congruence o3 are perspective 1,vi th respect to a 

plane ,r if., and only if, the tangent pranes to so,sz 
at corresponding points intersect in a line of the fix-

ed plane if. 

A plaae is fixed as u1 and u2 vary (2] if its local 

homozeneous plane coordinates S~ satisfy the equation 
J. 

of u1 ,u2 and 

where the "o( are functions 

s1 is the generalized covariant deriva-,o< 
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tive with respect to the lower index. 

Theorem (3.3.1): If s0 and Sz are perspective with re-

spect to the plane x0 = 0 and if the curves of s0 which 

correspond to the developables of G3 form a conjugate 

net, then the corresponding net on Sz is conjugate. 

The local homogeneous plane coordinates, ~i, of 

the plane whose equation is xO = 0 are given by the 

equation S : rO. i di Since the plane xO = O is fixed 

its local homogeneous plane coordinates satlsfy thee-

quations 

J~, cl = ]\.cl~~ 

After the definition of' the gen.eralized covariant deri-

vate 1s applied, this equation becomes 

rOTh _ ,,. cO or 
- d h ict - 1 'c1. 0 1 

(3.3.2) rnO _ "),. rO 
.Li - - '' di • oC. cl 

The equation of the trmgent plane to s0 at x0 is 

x3 = O • 'l1his tangent plane intersects the fixed plane 

in the line x1x2 • The tangent plane 
az az termlned by the points z,-, - . 
a-tll au2 

found to be 

0 
X -

3 0 
(T31a - To1a 

aa 
- ~) xl 

(Tg1 - a) 
3 o aa 

to S at z is de-z 
Its equation :1.s 

(T32a - T02a - au2) 
---------- x2 t ax.3 = 0 • 
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The plane (3.3.3) passes through the line x1x2 if., ang. 

only if., 

a 
au1 

a 
au2 

or 

(lo ) - T3 TO g a - 31 - 01 

There o.re solutions .f'or {3.3.4) if., and only if., 

By performing the indicatou differentiation e.nd by em-

ploying the equation 

equation (3.3,5) becomes 

3 h T3 mo mh rnO = T31,2 - T31 h2 - io1,2 + io1.Lb2 

nP Th T3 To n,h rTO .L32,l - 32' hl - 02,1 + ~02 bl• 

In view of the integrability conditions., this reduces to 

Tp T3 _ m~ rn3 
31 p2 - l32.L~l • 

For convenience let tbe deyelopables of the con-

gruence a3 correspond to the parametric net on s 0 • By 

hypothesis this net is conjugate. 'J~hus, it is seen that 
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equation (3.3 .• 6) is satisfied. 

In order to prove that the parametric net on Sz 

is conjugate it is necessary and suf.ficient to demon-

strate that the general homogeneous coordinates of 2: 

satisfy an equation of Laplace of the form 

a2 z = Az + B .2.!.. ~cl.!... where A,B,C are 
au1au2 au1 au2 

functions of u1 nnd u2 . 

In view of (3.3.4), (1.1.6), and the fixed plane con ... 

dition 

(3.3.7) az 3 - T3olX3 - -au« 

T3 z --· 3c< 

Equation (3.3.7) shows 

of z 

Since 

az and-. 
au°' 
a2z 

au1au2 

Now 

mO 3 
... 12 and T12 are 

a2z - ( •:~) z 
au1au2 -

0( 3 + (T30( - a)xc< ... T3 ax 0 

o(. 
a)Xo,. + (T -3« 
c~ is a free index) • 

that Xe( is a linear combination 

both zero it follows that 

+ c-i~ > a z 
au1 + {-ii-)~ 

au2 
in which 

the ~~•s are functions of u1,u2 and are not essential to 

the proof. This completes the proof of Theorem (3.3.1). 



Theorem (3 .3 .2): If z is the focal point 

of the line xcr-3 of G3 , then )X1 = 0 ] is the tangent lx2 = o 
plane of the focal surface generated by z at z. 

If a is equal be-

comen 

4, Conjugat~ .Q!! Perspective Surfaces ,!an-di-

mensiono.1 ,ProJective Space. Let G-n be the congruence 

generated by the lino Xo¾• Let z be the point on the 

line x0~ whose genere.l holi1ogeneous coordinates are 

given by the equation 

Let v0,vz, respectively, denote the vnrlet:tes which x0 
an.cl z generate as u 1, u2, • • • un-1 v'r1ry. 

Def:tni tton (3 .4 .1): 'l'he two transversal varieties v 0 

and V z o'f the congruence Gn a1"e perspective with re .. 

spect to the (n-1 )-plane 1T 1f, and only if, the tangent 

(n-l)•planes to v0,vz at correnponding points intersect 

in· an ( n ... 2 )-plane o.f the fixed ( n•l ) •plane . 1T • 

Theo~em (3.4.1): If v0 and Vz are perspective with re-

spect to the (n-1)-plane xO = 0 and if the curves of v0 

which correspond to the developables of Gn form a conju-

gate net, then the corresponding net on V 1s conjue;ate. z 
The local homogoneoua plane coordina.tes, Sp of the 
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·(n-1 )-plane whose equation is xO =::: O are given by. 

Since the (n ... 1)-plane x0 = O is fixed its local homogen-

eous plane coordinates satisfy the equations 

which reduces to 

The equation of tho tangent (n-1)-plane to v0 at :x.0 is 

xn = o. The tangent (n-1)-plane intersects the fixed 

{n-1 )-plane in the (n-2 )-plane determined by x1 .,x2 , • • • 

~· The tang.ant {n-1)-plane to Vz at z is determined An-1• 
az by z and the n-1 points--;-* Its equation is au 

n O an 
. ) 0 (Tnc<a - Too(a - auct ) « 

{3.4.1 x - --------- x + axn = o. 

The plane (3.4.1) intersects the (n-1)-plo.ne whose equa-

tion is x0 = O in the (n-2)-plane determ:tned by x1,x2., 

·•• x if and only if, n-1 ' 

for o<. = 1 2 • · • n-1 , , or, 

= 0 

..2.... ( log a) = ( Tnn o( - Too«). auo< 

There a.re solutions to (3.4.2) if', and only i.f, 
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a (mn _ n,O ) _ .l.._ (Tn au~ J,n ,J,o - au« n 

lly performing the indicated differentiation and by mak-

ing use of the equation 

Tk _ 2.... ( Tk ) · mh Tk 
ij.,o( - ou°" 1j + .Lij" hot. 

the following result is obtained: 

mn mh Tn TO Th mO : tnct,p - :J:nc< h~ ... Oor.,~ + oac..1.h~ 

Tn Th Tn 1110 .L Th TO -np,« - np hoe - .1.op·,ce .,. 0~ h«• 

In view of the integrability conditions of Appendix c., 

equation (3.4.3) becomes 

T,y Tn - rn?' Tn nc1 ?'~ - ... n '7'c< • 

For convenience let 'l~he developables of Gn correspond 

to the curves of tho pa.rarnetric net of v0 • By hypo-

thesis this net is conjugate so that equation (3.4.4) 

is satisf :i.ed. 
In order to sho,·i1 that the parametric net on Vz is 

conjugate it must be demonstrated that the genera.l 

homogeneous coordinates of z satisfy a system of gener-

alized Laplace equations of the f'orm 

In view of. (3.4.2), (2.1.6), and the fixed plane condi-
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tion 

(3.4.5) 

( 'f ls a free index) • 

Equation (3.4.5) shO\vs that x-r' is a linear combination 
az of z and - • Thus, au'>' 

a2z = (*)z + '.i?~,y aauzB + {{})X-r + (T~'f - a.)T~axh 
au~ au,,, r r 

(~ is a free index) 

where the -i:- 's are :f'uno t ions or ul,u2, .• 11n-1 and are not 

essential to the proof. Since To - Tn 
?'~ - ,,,~ = 0 

a 2z 0 e az ·= c~,,.z + c~tf • au~ aurt au 

This completes·the proof of 'I'heorem {3.4,.1). 
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APPENDIX 

a. Fixed Point Condition (Homogeneous Coordinates). 

Let X be the point whose general homogeneous coor-

dinates are given by the equation 

{p: 0,1,2,3) ·where the 

x1' are the local homogeneous coordinates of x. The 

point Xis fixed as u varies-if, and only if, tho gen-

eral homogeneous coordinates of X satisfy the equation 

ax - . - = )\. X or au~ c( 

{ a. .1) 

Condition (a.l) wh:tch the local homogeneous coordi-
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nates x1 of X must satisfy in order that the point X bo 

fixed as u~ varies is called the fixed point condition. 

b. Fixed Point Condition (Non-homogeneous Coordinates). 

Let z be the point v1hose local non-homoge11eo11s co-

ordinates are given by the equation 

zt ... x,.: 
- XO 

(t = l,2,3) .. 

The point z is fixed as u°' varies if, and only if, its 

local non,-homogeneous coordinates satisfy the equation 

azi a c£) = i l oax1 OxO] - :: ----- X al. -xi-au~ au°" xO (.x0) 2 au au"" 

- 1 [xo(~ xi - xjTi) _ ;ci ( ...,.._tJ. xo • xjT1.,)] - (x0)2 a1. j°' 

c. Integrability Conditions. 

The integrability conditions for the system of 

differential equations (1.1.2) or (2.1.2) may be writ• 
. 

ten in the form 

where the comma denotes the generalized covariant deriv-
ative with respect to the upper index [2] given by 
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Some of the integrability conditions and their simpll• 

fications are listed below. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

T3 ... lj'l3 
01,3 - ""03,1 

Ts _ 013 
02,3 - J.03,2 

3 . T3 
Tol,2 • 02,l 

T2 _ T2 . 
. 01,3 - 03 ,.1 

Tl - Tl 01,2 - 02,1 

m2 - T2 J.01,2 - 02,l 

mk _ Tk 
.1.01,j - 0j,1 

d. Conjugate Nets. 

Tl _ rnO Tl 
13 - J.03 + 31 

T2 _ TO 1112 
23 - 03 + .1.32 

m.... . Ti,) 
·12 = 21 

T2 _ T2 
13 - 31 

Tl _ Tl 
23 - 32 

T:n = TO + Tee. On nc< 
( oe is s. free index) 

Tk Tk ij • ji for i,j,k 

all diff'erent and k O. 

(1) In 3-dimensional projective space the pa1•a-

metric net.on the surface generated by the point x0 

whose general homogeneous coordi11ates are givon by tho 
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equation 

(p = 0,1,2,3) 

is conjugate is x(p) satisfies an equation of Laplace 
0 

of the form 

(d.l) 

Equation (d.l) states analytically the condition 
c32xo that the point fl liesin the plane detorniined by ou°'au 

Thus the 4X4 determinant 

is zero. With the aid of the elementary properties of 

determinants the equation 

reduces to 

Since the points x0,x1,x2,x3 of the local reference 

.frame a11 e linearly independent T~2 = o. By the inte-

grability condition of Appendix c.3 

,3 _ 3 _ 
'X12 - T21 - o. 

(2) ·Let tho general homogeneous coordinates of 



the point x0 be given by the equation 

(p = 0,1,2., • • • n). 

1.rhe necessary and sufficient condition [5] that the 

parametric net on the v3 variety is conjugate is that 

Tfk = O for i,j,k all different having 

the range 1,2, .... n. 

e. Equation for the Asymptotic Directions. 

Consider the variety vP generated by the point x0 
whose general homogeneous coordinates are given by 

(p = 0,1.,2., • • n) 

where u~ = oonstant. The tangent (n-1)-plane to V~ at 

x0 has first order contact with vP at-x0 • Tho direc-

tions on v~· in which the tangent (n-1)-plane has second 

order contact are the asymptotic directions. The meth-

od employed in dete1'.'r.iining the equation of the asymp-

totic directions will be that introduced by P.O. Bell 

in [ 4] . 
Let C l:ie the curve on vP whose equation is 

uo< = constant 
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Let the function t be given by 

The algebraic sul"'fnce H whose equation is 

1 El,: X ... = 0 

has second order contact with c on V~ at x 0 if., and 

only if, the local homogeneous coordinates of x0 sat-

isfy the equations 

(l) 'f - 0 -
{ e .l) (2) df = 0 -dt 

d2.to 
(S) J.. - 0 

dt2 -

where the derivatives are evaluated subject to the fix-

ed point condition. (4) 

The local homogeneous coordinates of x0 are given 

by 

Equatio11 { 1) of ( e .1) evaluated at x 0 gives o.·0 = o. 
Bv making .9! ., d2f2 subject to the fixed point condition 

.. dt dt 
(Appendix a.) equations (2) and {3) of (e.1) become 

(1) 

{2) 

duot a. d.- :0 
i., dt 

(«;?"' = 1.,2, • • • n) 
du~ du.,, 0 a ----------= i, o1.,7 dt dt 
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wb.ere a.. oe. and a.; « _, aro the generalized covariant de-.1.., .,., ,-, 
rivatives de.fined by 

aa.-1 - -- .................. and 

a i c( ,../ = ( a i _,) __ ,, . - , _, 1 , ..... _, .,, 

Evalunting (1) of {e.2) at x0 gives 

or 

1rl1e equation of the ( 11.-l) -plane which has first order 

contnct with V~ at x0 ls., therefore, x~:: O. 

Conditions on the functions wh:tcl1 define C wlll be 

determiriod. under which H has second order contact with• 

C at x0 • The tangent (n-1)-plo.ne x = o of v~ o.t x0 

bas second order canto.ct along Cat x0 if, and only if,. 

equation (2) of (e.2) is evaluated at ::-:0 • 

du« du,.,, 
a --o,°' ,'1 dt .dt 

• due<. du7 = TJ a ----- ----
Ooe j ,rt dt dt 

o( du -t du du« du 
,..,,, 

- a - j - -- - Tc1..7 aj --r:1..,,t dt dt dt dt 

du c{ 'Y 
Tp a du - -- - o. - cl,-f 

.. 
dt dt 

Since ·the parametric net on V~ is conjugate the direc-
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t:1.ons in ,1hich H has second order contact with V~ at x0 
o.re given by the equation 

In 3 ... dimensional projective apace the equation of 

the asymptotic directions 011 s0 1s 

In. n-d:llnens5.onal p1"ojective space the equation of 

the asrr.iptotic directions on v0 is 

mll (d °")2 Q :i.:c4cil u = • 
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